The series of stories and conclusions collected by the author's is inspirational. Cities are built by construction and deconstruction as one of the reviews observed, sometimes due to disaster. As with many things, the question is not about the disaster, but whether or not there is energy and resolve for a recovery. This book documents many such recoveries and provides details about the political and design process as well as many important, unifying design details.
TheAmericanCity.org Commentary
The Resilient City provides a tour of disasters that destroyed cities around the world from Washington D.C. in 1814 to Warsaw, Hiroshima and Berlin in World War II to the many disasters in japan and the late 20 th century earthquakes in Tangshan, China and Mexico City, and more. The experiences are broadly drawn and discussed in depth.
Several excerpts provide a view of the depth of understanding offered by the authors:
 "The process of post-disaster recovery is a window into the power structure of the society that has been stricken". "Who decides what will be rebuilt where, and which voices carry for the dominant narratives that interpret what transpires?" [p12-13]  George Harvey, editor of Harper's, sat down to write a commentary of the earthquake and fire, it was utterly conventional for him to assure subscribers that the city was 'certain to arise quickly from its ashes, greater and more beautiful than ever.'" [p31] "Harvey was typical in treating the disaster as an episode in a story rather than as a random event or fleeting spectacle. It was not just any story but one with a dependably happy ending." [p32] Disasters were not endings, but beginnings of the next chapter of life.  Memorialization of disaster is important, but tricky. "…the Oklahoma City National Memorial had taken shape too quickly, been rushed into being before the event had taken a stable place in the nation's memory. It was, some critics said, an example of a problematic aspect of the popularity of contemporary memorial expression: events are memorialized before they are assimilated into historic consciousness." [p58] o Society's response, like a person's grief, is a process that needs to be allowed to evolve. o "Reconstruction had to happen -and reconstruction, like all action, entails selective remembrance and selective forgetting." [p131]  Speed is usually a friend in the reconstruction process. Do something before the paralysis of analysis sets in. Reconstruction of The White House and The Capital Building was quickly commenced before the resurrection of the earlier re-consideration of the wisdom of the capital city's location could be seriously pursued. [Chapter 4]  "Japan has always rebuilt it cities, and usually with astonishing speed." Usually reconstruction is from private initiatives based on individual actions. In 1888, Japan instituted the Tokyo Urban Improvement Ordinance; followed by the 1889 Tokyo Urban Improvement Plan and the 1919 Japanese Urban Planning Law all geared to controlling the land and enabling readjustment of land form, lot layouts and land ownership. [p 213 -222]  The post-World War II reconstruction of Berlin shows that deign needs to start at the beginning; fundamental questions should be asked at the outset. To prevent that ascension of assumptions. "…, the first postwar planner also saw destruction as an opportunity to break away from the failures of the past. Across the political spectrum, the densely packed tenement city of the nineteenth century -that is most of Berlin -was seen as a mistake. At the time therefore, no one supported reconstruction." o "Its basic principles were largely those of international modernism, proposing separation of housing, commerce and industry." Its line of orientation would be not historical, but rather the natural landscape of the Spree River valley." [p 120-121] A clean slate, no matter how painfully created, must be honored. o "The official policy of Berlin during the 1990's…took the form of design rules intended to restore the scale, density, visual appeal , and lively public spaces of the early twentiethcentury city." [p129] o Design guidelines dealt with building heights, the grid of narrow streets, masonry facades, mimicry of scale and diversity , all derived from historic photographs.
[p130]  "…recovery in Gernika [a Basque City devastated during the Spanish Civil War] exhibited a distinct physical, emotional and cultural resilience." [p160] Symbols and traditions are important aspects of reconstruction. In Gernika, the historic muse of arches was honored, enclosed porches was not.
[p165]  The story of three second in Tangsten on July 28, 1976 and the aftermath, found described in Chapter 10, is required reading.
